SUSHI

IL POZZO
SPECIAL BOX

30 PIECES

€ 48

50 PIECES

Hot hosomaki special

8 pz

Uramaki special

8 pz

Futomaki special

10 pz

Nigiri special

Hot hosomaki special

4 pz

8 pz

€ 80

Uramaki special

16 pz

Futomaki special

20 pz

Nigiri special

6 pz

€ 25

Sashimi mix
Carpaccio mix
Tartar mix

6 pz
6 pz
2 pz

GUNKAN
SPECIAL

€9,50

(2 pieces)
100
101
102
103
104
105
106

Gunkan curly: tuna, mayonnaise,
curly flambé, teriyaki
Gunkan salmon: salmon,
philadelphia, pink flambè sauce,
tobiko red
Gunkan white fish: white fish
smoked sauce, flambè,
pink shrimp, sriracha lime
Gunkan scallops: salmon
mayonnaise, scallops, teriyaki,
tobiko
Gunkan ikura: salmon, ikura
Gunkan cucumber: salmon,
cucumber, wakame, sesame,
teriyaki, tobiko
Gunkan avocado: avocado,
snow crab, pink sauce

HOSOMAKI
Stuffed rice rolls with
external seaweed (8 pieces)
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114

Salmon
Tuna
White fish
Cooked shrimp
Surimi
Avocado
Mango
Cucumber

HOT FRIED HOSOMAKI
115
116
117
118

Hot spicy tuna :
Stuffed - tona
Outside - mayonnaise, chopped tuna, togarashi, sweet chilli
Hot strawberry salmon:
Stuffed - salmone
Outside - philadelphia, strawberry, pistachio, teriyaki
Hot salmon tuna:
Stuffed - salmon
Outside - mayonnaise, chopped tuna, smoke sauce, teriyaki, sesame
Hot salmon:
Stuffed - salmon
Outside - chopped salmon, philadelphia, pink sauce, sesame

8
8
8
8
6
6
6
6

€12

FUTOMAKI
Roll of rice insideand nori seaweed on the outside (10 pieces)
119
120
121
122
123

Curly futomaky :
Stuffed - curly, to biko black, scallops, tuna
Outside - pink sauce, tobiko red, chopped salmon
Futomaki mix:
Stuffed - philadelphia, salmon, tuna, avocado
Outside - cooked shrimp, white fish, teriyaki, tobiko red
Futomaki pink seaweed:
Stuffed - philadelphia, salmon, tuna, avocado
Outside - philadelphia, strawberry, teriyaki, pistachio
Futomaki lava roll:
Stuffed - philadelphia, tuna, surimi, cooked shrimp
Outside - chopped salmon, wakame, teriyaki, mayonnaise, tobiko mix
Futomaki vulcano roll:
Stuffed - soft crab in tempura, mango, mayonese, cucumber, tobiko red
Outside - smoked sauce, crunchy onion, tobiko mix

FRIED FUTOMAKI
124
125
126

127
128

17
15
15
15

€18

Hot mandorla roll:
Stuffed - tobiko red, salmon, tuna, surimi
Outside - philadelphia, almond, sweet chilli
Hot spring roll:
Stuffed - salmon, philadelphia, cooked shrimp
Outside - pink sauce, onion, snow crab
Hot salmone special: hosomaki, philadelphia, salmon cover,
fried with panko
Outside - salmon, surimi, tobiko red, salsa rosa mix, teriyaky
mayonnaise, sesame
Hot tuna special: hosomaki, philadelphia, tuna cover,
fried with panko
Outside - chopped tuna, mango sauce, teriyaki, sriracha, sesame
Hot california special: mayonnaise, cucumber, pineapple, surimi, fried with panko
Outside - snow crab, salmon, sweet chilli sauce, sesame

TEMPURA
129
130
131
132

17

Shrimp (6 piece)
Vegetables (10 piece)
Squid (7 piece)
Mix Fish (12 piece)

13
10
13
18

URAMAKI
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147

(8 pieces)

Alaska:
13
Stuffed - philadelphia, mango, avocado, salmon
Outside - tobiko, mango sauce
California:
13
Stuffed - mayonnaise, cucumber, pineapple, surimi
Outside - sesame, mayonnaise, crunchy onion, teriyaki
Uramaki salmone:
13
Stuffed - philadelphia, avocado, salmon
Outside - pringles, mayonnaise, teriyaki
Uramaki tonno
13
Stuffed - mayonnaise, cucumber, mango, tuna
Outside - sesame, smoked sauce, crunchy onion
Etna roll spicy:
15
Stuffed - mayonnaise, avocado, mango, tuna
Outside - salmon, surimi, pink sauce, tobiko, teriyaki, mayonnaise, scriracha
Alaska Special:
15
Stuffed - salmon, philadelphia, avocado, mango
Outside - salmon, smoked salsa, sweet potato
Salmone Burned:
15
Philadelphia, avocado, salmon, pink sauce, flambé, ikura
Tonno dolce:
15
Stuffed - tuna, avocado, pink sauce
Outside - tuna, philadelphia, sweet potato
Caterpillar:
15
Stuffed - philadelphia, avocado, shrimp tempura
Outside - avocado, chopped salmon, pink sauce, tobiko, black
Tiger roll:
15
Stuffed - philadelphia, avocado, shrimp tempura
Outside - salmon, pink sauce, flambé, ikura
Dragon roll:
15
Stuffed - philadelphia, avocado, salmon
Outside - shrimp tempura, smoked sauce, sesame
Ricci roll:
18
Stuffed - snow crab, mayonnaise, avocado
Outside - tuna, flambè curls, tobiko black
Black tiger roll:
18
Stuffed - philadelphia, shrimp tempura, avocado
Outside - tuna, chopped salmon, smoked salsa, teriyaki, scriracha lime
Red & withe roll:
18
Stuffed - mayonnaise, avocado, mango, white fish
Outside - white fish, red shrimp, tobiko red, lime zest
Uramaki astice:
18
Stuffed - mayonnaise, avocado, asparagus, lobster
Outside - smoked sauce, tobiko mix

NIGIRI
Nuggets of rice with fish on top (2 pieces)
148
149
150
151

€4

Salmon , mango sauce
Tuna, smoked sauce
White fish, pink sauce
Cooked shrimp, teriyaki

NIGIRI FLAMBÈ

€5

(2 pieces)

152
153
154

Salmon , curly, teriyaki
Tuna, foie gras, smoked sauce
White fish, mayonnaise, black truffle

TEMAKI

SASHIMI

Seaweed cone with rice (1 piece)
155

Salmon with avocado,
crunchy onion,
chef's sauce

6

161
162
163

156

Tuna with avocado,
almonds, chef's sauce
Red shrimp with
avocado and tobiko

6

164

6

165

Crab with avocado,
tobiko and pistachio
6
Ikura with avocado and tobiko 6
White fish with avocado
and pringles
6

166
167
168

157
158
159
160

Salmon with tobiko (6 pieces) 10
Tuna with tobiko (6 pieces) 10
Red shrimp
10
with tobiko (6 pieces)
Withe fish
10
with tobiko (6 pieces)
Unagi with tobiko
10
and sesame (6 pieces)
Polyp with tobiko (6 pieces) 10
Mix 12 pieces
18
Mix 24 pieces
32

SECONDI PIATTI
169
170
171
172

Tuna Tataki: tuna with
18
sesame, potatoes and vegetables
Teriyaki tuna: tuna with
18
teriyaki, veggies, potatoes,
sesame
Teriyaki Salmon:
16
salmon with teriyaki, sauteed
in a pan with potatoes and sesame
White teriyaki fish:
18
fish with teriyaki, potatoes,
sesame

MIX BOAT
173
174
175
176

177

Boat Pozzo 20 pieces:
23
8 uramaki, 8 fried hosomaki,
4 nigiri
Boat Pozzo 24 pieces:
27
8 uramaki, 8 fried hosomaki,
4 nigiri, 4 sashimi
Boat Pozzo 32 pieces:
35
16 uramaki, 8 fried hosomaki,
4 nigiri, 4 sashimi
Boat Pozzo 40 pieces:
43
24 uramaki, 8 fried hosomaki,
4 nigiri, 4 sashimi
(take away only)
Boat Pozzo 60 pieces:
63
32 uramaki, 16 fried hosomaki,
6 nigiri, 6 sashimi
(take away only)

SELECTION III
FOOD ALLERGENS
1. Cereals containing gluten (i.e. wheat, rye, barley, oats, spelled, kamut or theirs
hybridized strains) and derived products, except:
a) Wheat-based glucose syrups, including dextrose, and derivative products, provided the process
do not immediately increase the allergenicity level assessed by EFSA for the basic product from which
they are derivatives;
b) Maltodextrin based on wheat and derivative products, as long as the process immediately does not
increase the level allergenicity assessed by EFSA for the basic product from which they are derived;
c) Barley-based glucose syrups; d) cereals used for the manufacture of distillates or alcohol
ethyl of agricultural origin for liqueurs and other alcoholic beverages.
2. Crustaceans and derived products
3. Eggs and derived products
4. Fish and derived products, except:
a) Fish gelatin used as a support for vitamin or carotenoid preparations;
b) Gelatin or isinglass used as a fining agent in beer and wine
5. Peanuts and derived products
6. Soybeans and derivatives, except
a) Refined soybean oil and fat and derived products, as long as the process immediately does not
increase the allergenicity level assessed by EFSA for the base product from which they are derived
b) Natural mixed tocopherols (E306), natural D-alpha tocopherol, natural D-alpha tocopherol acetate,
natural D-alpha tocopherol succinate based on soy;
c) Vegetable oils derived from soy-based ester phytosterols
d) Vegetable stanol ester produced from soy-based vegetable oil sterols.
7. Milk and derived products, including lactose, except:
a) Whey used for the manufacture of distillates or ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin for
liqueurs and other alcoholic beverages;
b) Lactitol.
8. Nuts, i.e. almonds (Amygdalus communis L.), hazelnuts (Corylus avellana),
common walnuts (Juglans regia), cashew nuts (Anacardium storico), pecan nuts
(Carya illinoiesis (Wangenh) K. Koch), walnuts of Brazil (Bertholletia excelsa), pistachios
(Pistacia vera), Queensland nuts (Macadamia ternifolia) and derived products, except nuts used
in the manufacture of distillates or ethyl dial alcohol of agricultural origin for liqueurs
and other alcoholic beverages.
9. Celery and derived products
10. Mustard and derived products
11. Sesame seeds and derived products
12. Sulfurosan anhydride and sulphites in concentrations above 10 mg / kg or 10 mg / l
expressed as SO2
13. Lupins and derived products
14. Molluscs and derived products
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